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THE RESIDUAL SPECTRUM OF THE GROUP OF TYPE G2 
By SiniSa ~AMPERA 
ABSTRACT. - Let G be the split group of type G2 defined over a number field I; and G(A) its adele group. Let 
I,: be the discrete part of the space of square-integrable complex valued functions on G(k)\G(A), i.e. the direct 
sum of irreducible G(A)-submodules. In this article we describe this space in terms of cuspidal representations 
of the standard Levi factors. We follow Langlands’ method. 
The most surprising result concerns the part of the discrete spectrum coming from a Bore1 subgroup; in addition 
to the trivial representation (the constants) and the representations attached to the grossencharacters of order 2 and 
3. it contains a series of representations arising from the trivial character and whose cuspidal exponents are short 
roots. This series consists of irreducible quotients of an induced representation satisfying a strange condition on the 
cardinality of ramified components (IS/ # 1). A part of this result is proved by C. Mceglin and J.-L. Waldspurger. 
R&LIMB. - Soient G le groupe simple deploy6 de type Gz defini sur un corps de nombres k: et G(A) le groupe 
de ses points adCliques. Soit L: la partie discrete de I’espace des fonctions a valeurs complexes sur C(k)\G(A) de 
carre integrables. i.e. la somme des sous-G(A)-modules irreductibles. Dans cet article nous decrivons cet espace 
en terme des representations cuspidales de sous-groupes de Levi standards. On suit la methode de Langlands. 
Le resultat le plus surprenant concerne le spectre discret provenant d’un sous-groupe de Bore]; outre la 
representation triviale (les constantes) et les representations attachees aux caracteres d’ordres 2 et 3. il contient 
une serie de representations construite a partir du caractere trivial dont les exposants cuspidaux sent des racines 
courtes. Cette strie est formee des quotients irreductibles d’une representation induite satisfaisant une condition 
etrange sur la cardinalit des composantes ramifiees (/S # I). Une partie de ce rest&at a et6 demontree par 
C. Mceglin et J.-L. Waldspurger. 
Let G be the split group of type Ga defined over a number field and G(A) its adele 
group. The Hilbert space L2 = L2(G(k)\G(A)) f q o s uare integrable complex valued 
functions on G(k)\G(A) with the natural action of G(A) by right shifts admits an 
orthogonal decomposition 
where Li is the closure of the space spanned by the closed invariant irreducible subspaces 
of L2 and Lz,r,t is generated by direct integrals of representations. Description of L:07,t in 
terms of the discrete spectrum of the Levi factors of standard parabolic subgroups is well 
known. However, the description of the discrete spectrum, Lz, is much more complicated. 
What we know is the following decomposition of the latter: 
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where the first factor comprises the so-called cuspidal representations. and the second one. 
the so-called residual spectrum, can be understood in terms of cuspidal spectrum of the 
Levi factors and parabolic induction. Further, the decomposition of LT( . . 
relates to each standard parabolic subgroup a subspace of those representations in Lf,.,, 
that arise from the cuspidal representations of the corresponding Levi factor by induction, 
In this paper we want to describe the spaces L:(D). Lj(p(,) and Li(p+) in terms of the 
cuspidal representations of the Levi factors. Each of these components can be obtained as 
a space of residues of Eisenstein series associated to the cuspidal representations. Poles of 
Eisenstein series coincide with those of their constant terms. The constant terms are sums 
of intertwining operators whose analytic behavior can be investigated by means of certain 
global L-functions associated to the cuspidal representations of the Levi factors of parabolic 
subgroups and some local intertwining operators. More information on the topics and results 
mentioned here can be found in [MW 21, [A], [L], [Sh 21 etc. In [MW I] C. Mceglin and 
J.-L. Waldspurger gave a description of the residual spectrum of GL,,. C. Mceglin computed 
the residual spectrum arising from the non ramitied characters of a Bore1 subgroup for the 
classical split groups ([M I], [M 21). Recently H. Kim described the residual spectrum 
of Sp, ([K]) and together with F. Shahidi constructed a part of the residual spectrum of 
,S;“Z7, coming from the conjugacy class of Bore1 subgroups ([KShJ). We follow the same, 
Langlands’ method in this paper. We also follow the way of exposition of [K]. 
In the first section we investigate Li(1$,), with C, the maximal parabolic subgroup 
associated to the short root. The Levi factor is isomorphic to GLz. The L-functions 
appearing in the constant term are the Jacquet-Langlands L-functions and the Hecke 
L-functions. It is just the latters that give poles. The poles and irreducibility of 
images of local intertwining operators are easy to discuss for tempered local factors. 
Otherwise we apply standard methods and results such as: embedding in principal series 
representations, identification of intertwining operators with those acting over the principal 
series representations. their factorizations. inducing in stages of intertwining operators, 
Shahidi’s and Winarsky’s result on singularities of intertwining operators for principal 
series representations etc. In this way we obtain a decomposition of L:(Pc:, ) parametrized 
by cuspidal representations u of cl’& with trivial central characters and L(i, a) # 0 
(Theorem 1.1). 
The second section is devoted to the decomposition of Li(p,j), for P,j the maximal 
parabolic subgroup associated to the long root. The Levi factor is iV1,+ g GL2. The L- 
functions in the constant terms of Eisenstein series are those associated (nearly) to the third 
symmetric power of the standard representation of GLz and the Hecke L-functions. The 
former ones are quotients of the Rankin-Selberg convolutions and the Jacquet-Langlands I,- 
functions, and the poles of these quotients we were not able to determine. However, for the 
monomial cuspidal representations a complete answer is given. In the non-monomial case 
one could state a conjecture on holomorphicity of these L-functions relying on the weak 
Riemann hypothesis and Langlands’ functoriality. This enables us to give a (conjectural) 
decomposition of Ls(P,,) parametrized by cuspidal representations of GLZ with trivial 
central characters and such that L( i, 0. ‘Y~) # 0 and monomial cuspidal representations 
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which correspond to the two-dimensional Galois representations of the Weil group with 
the image isomorphic to the symmetric group S’s (Theorem 2.1). 
The most interesting and surprising result concerns L:(B) (section 3). In addition to 
the trivia1 representation of G(A) (the constants) and the representations attached to the 
grbssencharacters of order 2 and 3, there is a series of representations arising from the 
trivia1 character of the torus. However, not every element of the global L-packet appears 
in the residual spectrum. This is stated in Proposition 3.2 and completes the result obtained 
in [MW 21, Appendix III. A decomposition of L:(B) is given by the Theorem 3.1. 
After this paper was submitted for publication, I learned that H. Kim had obtained 
a similar result. However, he didn’t give a description of entire L:(B). but of its 
h’, - invariant subspace. His result also uses an assumption on the estimates of Fourier 
coefficients of cuspidal representations of GL2. 
I would like to thank Prof. Marko TadiC for his support and constant help during the 
preparation of this paper. I am also grateful to Prof. Gordan Savin for his expeditious 
reading of the manuscript and pointing out an oversight in Section 2. I would like to thank 
my friend Goran MuiC for many helpful discussions we had about the subject. Finally, 
thanks are due to referee for many useful suggestions. 
0. Preliminaries 
Let k; be a number field, A ring of adeles of A:, Jc,, completion of k: at the place T’, 
X.,X its multiplicative group and 0,: ring of integers in X:,.. Let (;I,. E c3,, generates the 
maxima1 ideal of O,,, ]&,I,, = q;‘. 
Let G be the split group of type G,; it is simply connected and adjoint. Fix a maximal 
split torus T in G and let o and /j be the short and the long root of T in 13 respectively, 
with B a Bore1 subgroup of G containing T. ,We denote with A&, and A.+ Levi factors of 
the maxima1 parabolic subgroups PC, and I:,, attached to CY and /j respectively. It is well 
known that both, Ma and A4;j, are isomorphic to GLZ. Let G(A) denote the A-points of G. 
We choose a parametrization t : kX x ,4X - T, (CL. h) H t((l. b), standard for the 
short root, that is 
tl(t(n. 1~)) = d-l. p(t(0,. b)) = nr1b2. 
Action of remaining positive roots is now easy to calculate: 
(0 + @(t(a. b)) = b. (20 + /Q(t(u. 1~)) = u. 
(3a + p)(t(u, 6)) = n2b-1. (3ck! + ap)(t(a. b)) = ah, 
as well as coroots: 
n”(x) = t(:r:,d ), P”(x) = t(l.x), (0 + p)“(x) = t(:c.:r:*), 
(20 + /~)“(:I$ = f(:x2,x). (30 +/j)“(x) = t(:rT. 1). (30 + 2/~)“(:c) = t(:I.,:r:). 
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We will also use another parametrization of the torus, that one given by t : Ax x I,. ’ -- 
r 1 
I, 
tr(t(ts. 0)) = b. /?(&(a. h)) = fK1. 
This makes the standard GL2 results easily readable for the representations induced from 
T to A&,. 
The Weyl group W of the root system of type G2 consists of 12 elements: an identity 
P, symmetries assigned to the positive roots (uJ-, stands for a positive root q,) and 
rotations cr(k:) for an angle A’;, I,: E {1.2,3.4.5}. More information on the Weyl 
group can be found in the table in the section 3. 
Let P, = n/I-~NA,. y E {~.rj} b e a standard maximal parabolic subgroup of (;. 
X(Af-, ) set of rational characters of !I%, and a;: = .Y (31. ) .’ C. Let r bc an 
admisible representation of 113, (X,,. ) and X E a&. Normalized parabolic induction 
Z$-, (X,T) = Ind$-,(a @ exp(X.HII( ))). where HI, is the %mdard Hari~h-Chandra 
function, will be denoted with 1”; (A. 7r). If /L = 11~ XII,~ is a character of X,,’ x X,,’ . wc tlcfine 
characters x = /I, o t-l and y = 11, o t PI of T(X,,.). Correspondin, (7 induction space\ will 
be denoted with IB(/L~ 8 /,g)and 113(/j,, ‘3 11~) respectively. Let 11 be the d~~olu~c I~;IIUC 
homomorphism of k,., I)(:,:) = 1.1.1,. and also the idele-norm on A”. r/(x) = n, I./., ‘, For 
C:Ls-induction standard x-notation will be used. Finally, throughout this paper .li ! ~vill 
denote the unique irreducible quotient of a representation. of course. if it exist\. 
1. Decomposition of Li(Pr,) 
Let P = PC, be the parabolic subgroup associated to the short root. Then we have a 
Levi decomposition P = A&N,,, where A& Z GL2 and IV,, is the unipotent radical. 
Let a*pc 
generating 
= X(lllcl) @ C = C(3tr + 2y) and pp = qo + 3,/3 be the half sum of roots 
IV,. Following the conventions of Shahidi ([Sh 2]), let ti = 30 +2/j and identify 
s E C with sir E a>,c. Let CT = @,,o,, be a cuspidal unitary representation of M,, and 
V its realization in the space of automorphic cuspidal functions on A/l<,. This realization 
is unique by the multiplicity one theorem ([G], Theorem 5.7). Given a K-finite function 
p in I;‘, we extend ‘p to a function ~3 : G(A) -+ C as in Section 2 of [Sh 71, and set 
%(!I) = Cpb) =P(S + PP, 64.~))~ w h ere HP is the Harish-Chandra function. We note 
that the representation of G(A) by right shifts on the space of @‘, is for each s E C 
equivalent to I(s: 0) = Indz(a c<# exp(s. I$,( ))). Define an Eisenstein series 
E(s, $3. g. P) = c @‘,(Y !I). 
-,EP(k)\G(k) 
From the general theory of Eisenstein series ([L]) we know that E(s. 3. :I. P) converges 
for Re s >> 0 and extends to a meromorphic function of s E C, with only finite number of 
simple poles in the plane Re s > 0. The residues of the Eisenstein series for Re s > 0 will 
span L:(P,). To find the poles of the Eisenstein series we should calculate its constant 
term along P, which is given by: 
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where W, = {e, ~3~+2~3 = ~w~~%u,w~~‘Iu,~u~~} and M(s, 0: ~1) is a standard non-normalized 
intertwining operator from I(s: 0) to I(ws, W(T). These operators are meromorphic 
functions of s. The nontrivial part of the constant term corresponds to the element 
1~3,+2!j E lilr, so we should consider M(s, (T. *~1~,,+~;,). 
Let ‘Al = GLz( C) be the L-group of MC,, ‘N the L-group of N,, and Ln its Lie 
algebra. The group LM acts on ‘n by adjoint action 7’ which decomposes as follows: 
1’=ri$r2$ry: r1=p2, r2=ln\*p2 and ra=~~@l\~p~, 
where o2 is the standard representation of G&(C). Let S be a finite set of places, including 
all the archimedean places such that for every %I $! S, (T,, is a class one representation 
and for given f = @(,.f(. E I( s, a), f,, is the unique I(,,-fixed function normalized by 
fi,(cl.) = 1. Let L( s. CT,.. ri) be the local Langlands’ L-function attached to (T,, and r, 
and Ls(s. (7. r,) = n,,@,? L(s. gl,,- r;), L(s, Q! T,) = n,, L(s. cr,.. r;) partial and global 
L-function attached to CT and ri. Then, by Shahidi ([Sh 21). 
where .f;. is the K,,-fixed function in the space of I(- ‘_ 3 I, s. 1130+Z:j(c)) normalized like .f!.. 
A) Analysis of L-functions in (1). 
For (1 $ S, oT,. Z I/,,,~ x I/ _,._ 2 (,/ ,,.,; are not supposed to be unitary), 
For % = 1: 3, I ( ,s s. CT, r’,) are the partial Jacquet-Langlands’ L-functions and Ls(s. IT. r.2) 
is the partial Hecke L-function. It is known ([JL]) that neither partial nor global Jacquet- 
Langlands L-function have poles. Further, both, Ls(.s. w,) and L( s. w,), have simple poles 
at s = 1 if w, = 1 and no other poles in the plane Re s > 0. Besides. all these functions 
have no zeros for Re s 2 1 ([JL] and [G]). 
B) Analysis of M(s. g,., r1jsn+2,j) for II E S. 
We have the following: 
PROPOSITION 1 .l. - For each u E S, 
qs. IT,,)-%(2s. wJ%(3s, CT,> c3 wJ’M(s, CT,.. 7k9n+2ij) 
cm be continued to holornorphic function in the plane Re s > 0. 
Pro@ - For (T, a tempered representation, M( s, g,,: *w3n+zlf) is holomorphic 
for Re s > 0 due to Harish-Chandra ([BW], IV Lemma 4.2) and the product 
qs, (7,,y423, wcTc, )L(3 s, gv @ w,~) have neither poles nor zeros for Re s > 0 ([G], 
[JL]). This proves the proposition in the tempered case. 
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It remains to consider the case where (T,. is a complementary series representation, 
i.e., (T,. ” u”l~,,. x I/-‘/L,,, for a unitary character IL,, and n E (0. $). By induction in 
stages, we have 
I(s. o,.) ” I&(‘+“/),(, g p+.j ,,,,) 
and we identify M( s. o,;, njsj,+2,j) with the operator M( s. I/“/I,,: @ Z/-“/I,,. ‘~,,+2,~). After 
factorisation of the latter due to reduced decomposition ‘~j~,,+~g = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ we can 
apply a result of Winarsky concerning holomorphicity of intertwining operators attached 
to elementary symmetries for p-adic principal series ([WI). Easy calculation shows that 
M(s. CT,,. ZQ,+~~) is holomorphic unless 
,I? = 1, .S = 0: /I,,, = 1. S = f/J. 
Comparision with poles of L(s, (T,,). L(2.s. w,, ) and L(3s. (r7, @ w,, ) gives the assertion 
for p-adic cases. For the archimedean places we use a similar result of Shahidi ([Sh 61) 
to get the same assertion. 0 
For the sake of conciseness we introduce the following notation: 
3 
t(s. IT,., ‘1113(,+2:,) = l-I 
qas, CJ,.; r,) 
;=l LJi.s + 1. CT,.. ‘/‘,) . 
Note that this notation has not much to do with the standard normalization of intertwining 
operators (except for unramified places). 
Proposition 1.1 shows that T(s, CT,., IQ,,+~~,) has no poles for Re s > 0 and the analysis 
of L-functions (see A)) together with (1) says that E(s. (p, 9, P) has a pole in the half 
plane Re s >‘O if and only if iu’, = 1, s = i and L( k, U) # 0. Since this pole arises 
from Ls(2s, n; r-2). we see that poles of the Eisenstein series don’t come from local 
intertwining operators, but from an Euler product in t. Note that w, = 1 implies that CT 
is selfcontragredient, i.e., (i 2 (T. 
Now we should find the representation acting in the space of residues. We know the 
following: 
PROPOSITION 1.2. - For each v, the image of the operator 
is isomorphic to the unique irreducible quotient of I( $, n,,). 
Proof. - If 0, is tempered, Langlands’ classification theorem gives the assertion, since 
I~I~~+~,~ is the longest element of the Weyl group of G modulo M. 
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If U? is a complementary series representation, then (T,: 2 z?/I,~, x v-“IL,,, for a E (0, i) 
and /L,: a unitary character. As in the proof of Prop. 1 .l we regard M(i, (T,,, ~113,+2~,) 
as an intertwining operator 
Since n. + 5 > -a, + 5 > 0, it is in the positive Weyl chambre, but ~3~+2,0 is not any 
more the longest element of the Weyl group associated to the Bore1 subgroup. The latter 
is fr(7r) = ‘t~~~w3~~+29. Since 
and M( - i: u”/L,(; 8 V-‘/L,: 111,) is an isomorphism, we have, by Langlands’ classification 
theorem: 
where .I(.) stands for Langlands’ quotient. 0 
Proposition 1.2 shows that the space spanned by the residues of the Eisenstein series 
LS(s, Cp, !I, P) at s = i for chosen 0 is irreducible. From the Langlands’ theory it follows 
that these residues are square integrable and that they span Lz(P,). In other words, we 
have proved 
THEOREM 1.1. - Let o be a cuspidal representation with the trivial central character 
andL(i,rr) # 0. Let J(i,oU) d enotes the unique irreducible quotient of the representation 
I( i, (T?,). Then the representation J( $, 0) = @,J(i, (T,) occurs in the residual spectrum. 
Moreover, 
where (T runs over all such representations. 0 
2. Decomposition of Lz(&) 
Let P = P:;, be the parabolic subgroup associated to the long root. We have a Levi 
decomposition P = M/jNb, where Mp 2 GL:! and No is the unipotent radical. Let 
a*p,c = X(MLj) @ C = C(2a + p) and pp be the half sum of roots generating No, i.e., 
pp = 5rr + s[j. We follow again the conventions of Shahidi ([Sh 21); let & = 2ru + p and 
we identify s E C with sCU E a>%c. Let 0 = @,,,(T, be a cuspidal unitary representation 
of ML,. Let cp, @ and a’, be as in the preceding section. The right regular representation 
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of G(A) on the space of @, is equivalent to I(s.cT) = Ind$(cr z exJ)(s. C-1,( I)). Aa 
before, we define an Eisenstein series 
Iqs. ;v. !J, P) = c @D, (7 9) iEP(k)\G(k) 
and calculate its constant term along P, 
where IV:, = {e,u~~,,+;, = ‘uI,, , ‘ll! jlll,,‘~ll,~lll,, ): L:( P,,) is spanned by the residues of the 
Eisenstein series for Re s > 0. 
Let LM = G&(C) be the L-group of MC3 and LN the L-group of N,. Denote by I’ 
the adjoint action of LM on the Lie algebra Ln of ‘IV. Then we have: 
where p2 is the standard representation of GL?(C). For S and ,f’ as before, we have 
where .f7. is the K,,-fixed function in the space of I( -s. ,uI~~+:,(~)) such that .ff,(,:,.) = 1. 
C) Analysis of L-functions in (2) 
For 11 @ S, CT,, ” /i,,,.l x /L,..~ (/L ,.., are not supposed to be unitary), 
where II((T~.) is the local Gelbart-Jacquet lift of (T,, ([GJ]), L(s. o,, x II(u,.)) is the Rankin- 
Selberg convolution ([JPSS]) and L( s, a,.) is the Jacquet-Langlands’ L-function (sre A)). 
We have two different cases to consider: 
i) monomial case 
Let CT be a monomial representation of MI,, i.e. there is a non-trivial grossencharacter 71 
of k such that o @ r/ Z (T. Then ?j2 = 1, and q determines a quadratic extension kl of k:. 
According to the main result of [LL] there is a character x of k: \A: (A: -idele group of 
k,) such that c = X(X), where r(x) is the automorphic representation whose local factor 
at ‘~1 is that one attached to the representation of the local Weil group induced from x1,. 
Let x’ be the character conjugate to x by action of the non-trivial element of the Galois 
group. By section (3.7) of [GJ] we have 
n(u) = 7r(xx’-1) x 7/> 
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where x(xx’-‘) is an automorphic representation of GLZ. It is cuspidal unless xx’-l 
factors through the norm. Calculation of the L-function attached to r1 gives: 
L(s, u, q) = L(s, 7r(x) x 7r(xfl)) 
and the function on the right hand side has a pole at s = 1 if and only if xx/-l does not 
factor through the norm and 7&-i) Z T(X)“, what is equivalent to x3 = 1, x # 1 
and XlAx = 1. It is holomorphic elsewhere in the region Re s > 0 and has no zeros 
for Re s > 1 ([MW I]). 
Representations in this class correspond to the two-dimensional Galois representations 
of the Weil group of k: with the image isomorphic to the symmetric group Ss. They are 
selfcontragredient with non-trivial central character. 
ii) non-monomial case 
Gelbart-Jacquet lift II((T) is cuspidal in this case ([GJ], Theorem 9.3) and holomorphicity 
of Ls(s, IT x II(a)) and L(s, CT x II(g)) is well known, but we have not enough information 
on zeros of L(s! a) to locate poles of L(s, ~;ri) (and Ls(s, g; pi)). (They certainly lie 
in the strip 0 < Re s < 1.) However, there are several reasons (see [Sh 41) to believe 
in the following: 
CONJECTURE. - Let CT be a non-monomial cuspidal representation. Then Ls(s, cr. rl) and 
L(s, IT, ri) are holomorphic functions. 
From now on we assume this conjecture. Besides, these functions have no zeros in 
the region Re s > 1. 
Another L-function, L(s, g! rp), is the same function as in A) (the Hecke L-function 
L(s,w,)). 
D) Analysis of n/r(s, CT,, wsaf2g) for ‘u E S 
We will prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. - For each ?I E S, 
can be continued to holomorphic function in the plane Re ,Y > 0. 
Proof. - The proposition will be proved similarly as Prop. 1 .l. Tempered places go 
just as in Prop. 1.1. (The Rankin-Selberg convolution has no poles and zeros in the plane 
Re s > 0, [JPSS].) 
For gv a complementary series representation, i.e., at, z #CL,, x V-“,u, &-a unitary 
character and a E (0, $)), we have 
(:<I I(s, a,) z 1J@+sp, @ I/-a+sp,) = I&-QfspL, @ z12y. 
We identify M(s, cr,, wzcu+p) with the operator 1M(O, ~-~+‘~~,@v~~, ~a~+~). Factorisation 
of the latter due to reduced decomposition w2a+B = wuw3w,waw, leads to application 
of Winarsky’s result ([WI): A&( s, gU, ,w2+n) is holomorphic unless: 
p+, = 1: s E {fa,f3a}: p; = 1; s = 0. 
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But these are just poles of L(s: nT,, x II(n,.)) L(2s. w,,, ) and the assertion is proved for tinite 
places. Archimedean places go in the similar way by using Shahidi’s result on singularities 
of intertwining operators for principal series representations ([Sh 61). 1 
As in the preceding section we ‘normalize’ 11zl(s. u,.. UQ~,+,~) and ,2(s. (T. UI~~, +,,) by 
factors 
f( ,s, ~,,. 1U2n+,j) = fi y. flv. J-l,1 ;=l qas + 1. fr,.. T,). qs. (T, w*<,+,j) = ~t(s.Cr,.. Ubn+,,). ,’ 
Operators T(s, g,u.~~~2ru+i,) and T(s, (T, TU~~,+~~) have no poles in the plane Re s > 0 
(Prop. 2.1). 
From C), D) and (2) we conclude that E(s, ‘p, .y, P) has a pole in the half plane Re s > 0 
at s = 3 for w, = 1, L( $. (T, v~) # 0 and at s = 1 for monomial cuspidal representations 
attached to two-dimensional Galois representations of the Weil group of k with the image 
isomorphic to the symmetric group 5’3. Note that, as in the case of I’,,, these poles arise 
from Euler products and not from local intertwining operators. 
In order to determine the representation realized in the space of residues, we need the 
following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. - For each PI, the image of the operator 
is isomorphic to the unique irreducible quotient qf I(s, CJ,,). 
Proof. - If (T,. is tempered, the assertion follows from Langlands’ classification theorem 
since r112n+ij is the longest element of the Weyl group of G modulo M. 
Now if (T,, is a complementary series representation, we consider the space (3) for 
s = i. The usual identification of intertwining operators with those acting over the space 
for principal series induction leads to consideration of the following three cases: (I < i, 
(1, = i and CL > i. If CI, < i, the representation is of Langlands’ type and we proceed just 
as in the Prop. 1.2. For (I, = i, we have a representation of Langlands’ type 
and the assertion follows from the decomposition ~qjr~~,,+~~ = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ and the fact 
that the intertwining operators attached to %u,, and ?uij (for u),, normalized to avoid the 
pole) are isomorphisms. Finally for (1, > i the representation is not of Langlands’ type, 
but its image under the isomorphism M(0, I/- a++ IS,, @ ~1~‘~ i ‘r~,,) is. So the decomposition 
111,ru~jrl12,+lj = CJ(~~)VI, and the fact that the intertwining operators attached to IL),, and 
?un on the left hand side are isomorphisms give the assertion. For s = 1 the proof is 
very similar. 0 
Proposition 2.2 shows that the space spanned by the residues of Eisenstein series is 
irreducible. Langlands’ theory says that we have proved: 
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THEOREM 2.1: 
i) Let CT be a cuspidal representation with the trivial central churacter and such that 
I,(~,a,rl) # 0. Let J(i.o,;) d enotes the unique irreducible quotient of the representation 
I( 5. ori). Then th e representation ,I( i. o) = @ (. .I( i, o occurs in the residual spectrum. ? ) 
ii) Let o’ be a monomial cuspidal representation which corresponds to a two-dimensional 
Galois representation of the Weil group of k with the image isomorphic to the symmetric 
group S3. Let *I( 1, 0:) denotes the unique irreducible quotient of the representation I( 1. o:,). 
Then the representation .7(1, a’) = @,,.J(l. g:,) occurs in the residual spectrum. 
iii) Assuming the Conjecture we have a decomposition 
L;(P,j) = @,J ;; IT 
( > 
CE $J(lJJ’): 
where o and a’ run over representations from i) and ii) respectively. 0 
3. Decomposition of L:(B) 
For grijssencharacters /Lo, p2 of k, we define a unitary character X = x(pi. LL~) of T(A) 
by X(t(q 6)) = /Lo key. Let X(T) be the character group of T and a> = X(T) @ C 
its complexification. We introduce coordinates in a& with respect to the basis 20 + p, 
o + L-l; ordered pair (si. s2) E C2 corresponds to the character X = s1 (2~ + [j) + sz(o + a) 
or x(t(a, b)) = V(Q)“’ r/(b)“‘. For X and X as above, let 1~((x;x) = IF{f:(X,x) be the 
space for the standard normalized induction, Sometimes it will be more convenient to 
denote this space with 1~ (vsl h1 @ v”‘cL~). Finally, let pB be the half sum of positive roots, 
i.e., PB = 5n + 38 and c+ the positive Weyl chamber in a&: 
C+ = {X E a: ] Re(X, 0”) > 0. for all positive roots o} = 
= {.~~(2n+p)+.~~(~++P)I Resi >Res2 > O}. 
Now we proceed to the investigation of L;(B). Recall first briefly main steps of the 
procedure ([A], [L], [MW 21 for more details): Starting from a function f E 1~(x. x), 
one forms Eisenstein series 
Jf3.9, f? A)= c f(W)> -/EB(k)\G(k) 
which converges absolutely for Re X E C+ + PB and extends to a meromorphic function 
of X. It is an automorphic form and its singularities coincide with those of its constant 
term along B, which is given by: 
(4) JNg> f, A) = c (M(W> A, x)f(x))(g). 
wETI* 
.M(w, Ax) = @v~f(~U, A, xt,) are some intertwining operators from IB(X, x) to 
JB(roX, wx), so-called standard non-normalized intertwining operators. As functions in 
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X they are meromorphic. Since just the singularities of these operators, more precisely their 
residues, contribute to the discrete noncuspidal spectrum, we are going to explore them. 
Let L(z, ,u) be the Hecke L-function for an grossencharacter j~ = I@~,~L~. of !c. It is known 
that L(z! cl) is an entire function except for the trivial character, ~1, = 1, as it has simple 
poles at z = 0 and z = 1. All zeros of L(z, 1~) lie in the strip 0 < Re z < 1. Besides. if 
for an additive character $i = @(,T,+~, of X:\A. t(~.//,) = n,, ~(2. /J,,,. ,JI,,) denotes the usual 
e-factor, then the functional equation 
(5) L(Z./L) = &T(z.p) L(1 - ‘.,I--l) 
holds. We normalize the intertwining operators M(U), X. x,.) for all 71 by factors 
@I ?“(w, A: x,,) = I-I 
L((X. 7”). xv 0 7”) 
(y>“:lr;“<()~ q(A 7”) + 1. Yi’ O 7”) d&T”). XIX 0 7”. $r) 
as follows 
N(w. A, x,.) = ?.(W, A, xJIM(w. A. /y,,). 
Normalized intertwining operators satisfy the following important functional equation: 
N(W17U2, A, Xl,) = N(?fll,1f12X. ?f/*X,~)N(?fI2, A, Xl,). 
for all wl, 111~ E W. Let N(U), X, ,y) = I@,,N(Tu, X, x,.). By Winarsky ([WI) and Shahidi 
(fish 61) 
M(w, A, Xl.) n L((x,Y).x,3 oyy 
(3 >o:q <O} 
is holomorphic for any 1). Hence N(w, X, xl,,) is holomorphic for Re ((X.7”)) # -1 
@-adic places) or (X,-y”) 6 { -1. -2.. . . } (archimedean places). We list the elements of 
the Weyl group, together with their minimal decompositions, sets of those positive roots 
carried to the negative ones and their actions on a& provided with the coordinates as in 






(.I. + y. -j/J 
(-,r..r + y) 
(--.I’ - 1,~ g) 
( -,I,. -.I ) 
(I. -.I’ - y) 
( - :f/, :I’ + !/ ) 
(--.I’ - !,. .I.) 
i-x. --I/) 
(,I/. -.I’ - y) 
(I + :y. -I) 
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From the results mentioned above, it is clear that singularities of Eisenstein series 
arise from the normalizing factors T(U), A, x) = @,,r(w, A. x,;) and from the normalized 
intertwining operators N(U). A, xl.). We list singularities coming from the nominator of 
r(711. A, /to: 
s1 = {A E a&l (A. 2”) = l} = {(x, y) E c21 :I‘ - y = l}, /Ll = /Q; 
S2 = {A E a~I(X,(3~++j)“) = 1} = ((5,~) 6 C2/x= l}. ~~~ = 1: 
(7) 
sx = {A E lly (x,(an + p)“) = l} = {(:c.?/) E c21 2.x + ?/ = 1). /1,& = 1: 
SA = {A E cl&I (A, (3rr + 2/j)") = l} = {(:VJ) E c21 .I: + 1/ = 1). //,I /L‘J = 1: 
S; = {A E a;1 (X,(0+/j)“) = l} = {(n:.:~) E Cl:c+2:1/ = 1). /L~IL~ = 1: 
S(j = {A E a&l (A:[j”) = 1) = ((3J.W) E C’I :I/ = l}. /Lz = 1. 
The rest of singularities, those coming from zeros of the Hecke L-function the 
denominator of r@, A, x) and the poles of the normalized interwining operators, do not 
meet C’ and, as we will see, don’t contribute essentially in the spectral decomposition. 
Let J(x) be the set of entire functions f on a& of Paley-Wiener type such that 
f(A) E 1,(X, x). Due to Langlands’ theory, L’(B) is generated by integrals, so-called 
pseudo-Eisenstein series: 
?d!d = (2;i)2 , 
I 
Re x=xo W.9.f.X) a 
where XO E C+ + PB. Recall the inner product formula for two pseudo-Eisenstein series, 
0.f and 8,1, f E J(x)2 f’ E 1(x’): 
(9) 
where W(x, x’) = {UJ E W : rux = x’} (we consider a sum over the empty set as 0), and 
( . . .) on the right hand side is the usual sesquilinear duality IB(X. x’) x IB( -1, x’) -+ C. 
In order to obtain the residual spectrum, we should decompose the product above 
appropriately, by means of the residue theorem, and interpret the result in terms of 
projections on different orthogonal parts of L:(B). We are interested here in the discrete 
part of this decomposition. First we move the contour of integration to Re X = 0 (A = -x), 
where the sesquilinear duality becomes a scalar product. 
By the residue theorem, beside the integral at Re X = 0 which give a projection on the 
continuous spectrum of dimension 2, spanned by integrals (8) with the domain replaced 
by Re X = 0, we should pick up residues at the points of intersection of the deformation 
path with the singular hyperplanes (Sl, . . . , Sg, since they are the only singularities of 
Eisenstein series in the positive Weyl chambre C+). Let one of these points, say A?, lie 
in the hyperplane (X,7”) = 1, for a positive root y. Then 
ilO) 
1 * 
__ /RCA=+ Res-,Eb f, 4 dk 27ri (A:,")=1 
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where Res, means taking residue along the hyperplane (A, y”) = 1, also span a part of 
L2 (B). Now, we deform the contours Re X = X7 to Re X = w-~, for u? an orthogonal 
projection of the origin on the line (X,7”) = 1. Then the integrals (10) with A, replaced 
by tjy give the continuous spectrum of dimension 1. We should again pick up all residues 
along the deformation path, i.e., for j\ being an intersection of the hyperplane (A, y”) = 1 
with another singular hyperplane, not necessarily one of 5’;. Z = 1: . . .6, we calculate: 
(11) Resi Res, E(g. f. A) 
Square integrable among them will span the discrete spectrum that arise from the Bore1 
subgroup, i.e., L$(B). Square integrability condition is given in terms of exponents of 
the constant term along B ([L], p.104): For x being an intersection of hyperplanes as 
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above, (1 1) is square integrable if and only if Re (rui) is in { --?KY - TI/~] U, II > (I}, for all 
~1 E IV,, where W, is the subset of W of those elements that give non-zero residue on 
the right hand side of (4) which is not cancelled by residue of any other term. 
After this short general exposition, we turn back to the concrete situation indicated 
in the diagram. As we have already noted, in the first step of the procedure described 
above, only residues along the hyperplanes Si. . . . , 5’, will appear. The second step could 
bring other singularities, zeros of the denominator of the normalization factors and poles 
of the normalized intertwining operators. From what we said about poles of normalized 
intertwinig operators and the diagram, it is clear that only the point (1 + /j could provide 
a pole of the latter type; calculation of Ress,, E(g. S. X) (for x = x(/11. /LZ), ~“2 = 1) 
leads to consideration of the operator N(a(n), X,x,.) (x,, = x1,(1. 1)) which has a pole 
at X = CY + jj. But we will show (Laurent expansion (29) in the proof of Lemma 3.1) 
that iV(~(7r). X. x,.)]s~ is holomorphic at A = CY + /j and therefore the contribution of this 
point to the residual spectrum (Prop. 3.2 and 3.3) doesn’t arise from this local singularity. 
In order to prove that zeros of Hecke L-functions in the denominator of v(u!. X.x) don’t 
give representations in L:(D), we should calculate Ress, Y(UJ. X.x), % = 1.2.5.6; (for 
i = 3.3 the deformation remains in C+), and show that each factor in the denominator 
of the form L(z. /h), 0 < Re z < 1 in the product (6) is cancelled by the same factor in 
the nominator. Note that we don’t need zeros of concrete Hecke L-functions, and hence 
all x can be treated simultaneously. It is essentially done by Langlands ([L]. Appendix 
III), so we omit this easy calculation. 
From the considerations above it is clear that only intersections of the hyperplanes 
Sl,..., SG could provide representations in L:(D). List (7) and the diagram give the 
following list of pairs (x. X): 
Pairs (x3X) in the cases b)? c) and d) are equivalent in the following sense: (x? X) and 
( y’, X’) are equivalent if there is w E W such that U~X = x’ and UX = X’. They contribute 
to the same part of the residual spectrum in the decomposition [MW 21, 511.2.4, so we 
should treat them simultaneously. The same is true for the pairs corresponding to IL and 
I” -’ for X = 2n + [j in u) and for the points 20 + /j and CY + ,O in e). Finally, pair 
(Y(Pl PI, $Q + a)) IS e 9 uivalent to (x(f~-‘,fL-‘), i(3tr + 2p)) for p3 = 1 (including 
fl = 1). Note that the point 2a + /3 in e) should be passed through twice, so two residues at 
the same point are to be calculated: Res2,+,,Ress1 E(g, f. X) and Res2,+pRess,E(g. f: X). 
Anyway, the latter situation has been largely treated in [MW 21, Appendix III, so we will 
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omit this part of the calculation of the residue and will restrict ourselves to a treatment of 
the missing part, i.e., if the representation is not supposed to be a class 1 representation 
at the archimedean places. Before we go back to the calculation of the concrete residues. 
recall a well-known result for GLz that will cause cancellation of residues in many 
cases. We consider the representation IF/L x IY//, for a grossencharacter 11, and the global 
non-normalized intertwining operator M( 711. I//J I@ I/~/L) associated to *YU, the non-trivial 
element of the Weyl group of GL:!. Since the representation above is irreducible. we have 
by [KeSh], Prop. 6.3, 
3.1 Case a) (x = ,y(p. p), jr” = 1, 11 # 1) 
Singular hyperplanes are 5’ 1, S3 and S5. Residues are to be calculated at the points 20 +H, 
i (30 +8) and 4 (3~ + a/?). These points are intersections of two singular hyperplanes, with 
simple poles arising from normalizing factors T(*UI, A: x) along each. So the calculation of 
the residues doesn’t depend on the order of taking residues along two different hyperplanes. 
This enables us to write ‘Res.\ ’ for iterated residues along two singular hyperplanes. 
Residue at A = 20 + [j 
Since (T(K) = ‘u~~~uI~,,+!~ (a reduced decomposition). we have 
The residue of the constant term (4) is 
We have 
Since w2ru+o is the longest element of the Weyl group modulo A!l[j, we have, by Langlands’ 
classification theorem: 
On the other hand, we have: 
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and the operator N(uI~~; UI~~+~A, r~z~~+~x~,) is an isomorphism. Two terms in the sum (13) 
take values in different function spaces and thus there is no cancellation. The exponents, 
~1,~~+,~(2a + /j) = (1(7r)(2a + /!I) = -(2tr + ,O), satisfy square integrability condition. So 
we have proved: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. - Let p be a griissencharacter such that p3 = 1, and p # 1. The 
representation 
occurs in the residual spectrum. 0 
We have already noted that the characters x = x(/L:~) and x’ = x’(/~K’,/L-‘) could 
give the same part of the residual spectrum. Note first 
Now the inner product formula (9) applied to H f, 0 f’, .f E I(x), f’ E 1(x’), together with 
the calculations above (W(x,x’) n k5’r.s = {a(~)}, and -a(r)x = A), gives 
(14) Res.l(Hf. Off) = cc,(N(~~(~):A,x).f(A).f’(h)) 
BY (13h only f E z(x) such that N(a(n), A. ,y)f(A) # 0 give a non zero contribution to 
the residual spectrum. However, for such f, (14) is obviously not identically zero as f’ 
runs over 1(x’). Hence there is no contribution of I(x) orthogonal to that one of 1(x’), 
and their common contribution is given by Proposition 3.1. 
Residue at A = i (3~ + /j) 
Let Wrs = (7~ E W : ?UN < O,~U(~CI+/~) < O} = { ?LI~,+~~. a(?-).%~~~+~~. O(T)}. Then 
the residue of the constant term along B is 
Let 
By reduced decomposition WP,+~~ = UI,(T (F), we have: 
Res.~M(~($);~~x) = C,V(CJ(F).A,X). 
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Since 
we know (12), 
So the contributions of terms corresponding to UI~(,+:~ and CJ( F) are cancelled by each 
other. Remaining two terms are cancelled as follows: 
Res.1M(,/1!:3,,+:i, A. x) = C:N(M~,,+,+. A, I). 
Res,iM(n(r), A, x) = CrAl( ‘Ul,j’lll,, u:,j, ‘U!:j,,+ {A. (I!:I,,+,jX)N(,(II:1,, + j. A. /y ) 
= -CN(w:~,,+:j. A. x). 
the last equation being a consequence of ( 16), and the functional equation (5). 
The total residue is zero and hence this point doesn’t contribute to the residual spectrum. 
Residue at A = i(3tu + 20) 
Residue of the constant term along I? is given by formula (15), with M-I,:, replaced by 
We note that 
and hence, by (12), 
(17) 
Let 
By reduced decompositions UI~,+,~ = (r( T)uI,, and a(r) = 1113Cr+2R~o, and (13, we have 
Res,1M(r113,,+z,,, X. x) = C1N(1113,,+2:,~ h. x). 
ReshA4(n(r), A, c) = -CIN(UIZ,,+~,,. A. x) 
and the cancellation of all of the residue is obvious. So this point doesn’t contribute to 
discrete spectrum. 
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REMARK 3.1. - The arguments applied in calculation of residues at the points 
A = i(3tr + 2/j) and A = i(30 + /J) d o not depend of whether IL = 1 or not. 
3.2. Case e) (,y = x(1.1)) 
This case has been studied in Appendix III of [MW 21 and Appendix III of [L]. 
Calculation of residues at the points A = 2ai + /j and A = o + p, those which actually give 
square integrable residues, is more complicated since multiple poles occur and because of 
the nonholomorphicity of the normalized intertwining operator appearing in the constant 
term. Note that these two points lie in the same orbit under the action of the Weyl group. 
Deformation path as in the diagram shows that the following residues should be 
calculated: 
Res,,.Ress, E(.9. f: A) 
Res2,+i&sSL%: f, A> 
Res~(3~y+~~)Ress, J%J, f! A) 
ReS3ru+2,&SS6E(g. f. A) 
Res,+d+s,E(g, f(x), A) 
Res2,+~~Ress2~(.9, f: A) 
Rest(3,+2,j)Res.s,E(g. f. A). 
Res~(s,,+i,~Ress,E(g, f: X) and Res5c”*+2:~,Ress,E(y, f7 X) are zero by Remark 3.1. 
As rrlx = x for w E IV, we abbreviate notation by omitting x in arguments of 
intertwining operators and induced representations. 
Calculation of Res 3n+2&m6E(g. f, A) 
Let 
w2,, = {w E w : w(3a + p) < o:w(y) < 0) = {W3<r+2;,, CT@)}. 
(t 
Since 0(7r) = w,,u13~~+~~j, the residue of the constant term along B is essentially the operator 
We have 
IB(-(3a + 2/j)) = I&v? ~3 11 -1 ) 
and (18) is zero by (12). 
Calculation of Resp,Ress, E(g, f, A) 
Residue of the constant term along B is 
ResPHRessl Eo(g, f, X) = (Res,,Ress, M(o(r), x)f(x))(.9) 
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since a(r) is the only YU E W such that ,UJ(O) < 0 and u(,G) < 0. Let 
CT = Res,,i,r.((T(7r). X), 
then 
Re+,Ress, M(~(x-), X) = CN(a(r). PB). 
Since PB E c+ and C(X) is the longest element of the Weyl group, we have. by 
Langlands’ classification theorem: 
The space of residues consists of constants and square integrability is obvious. 
Three remaining residues 
ResZn+,-IResS, E(g. f> X). Res2,,+ jRess,E(!I% .f’. A) and Res,,+ I Ress,,E(!/. .f(x). X). 
give a nontrivial part of the residual spectrum arising from the non ramified characters 
of the Bore1 subgroup. Calculation carried out in Appendix III of [MW 21 shows that 
the contribution of two points. CL + /‘j and 20 + [j. belonging to the same Weyl orbit is 
isomorphic to the image of the operator 
(1’3) 
where E = @O,:E,. is the operator obtained from N(r~y,,+,j. A) by restriction to 
UI,,+~~& and then by evaluation at r~,,+~,(o: + /j) = -((I + /I). Reason for such a 
definition of E is the following: Factorization of the operator N(,Q,,+,,. X) due to 
decomposition w3n+i3 = ?II,, ui!jw, shows that the point -(o + /j) is an intersection 
of a “zero”-hyperplane, i.e. the hyperplane where the operator fails to be injective (except 
possibly at -(Q + ,6)), S1 = 111,,+,+S3, and a singular hyperplane defined by equation 
(A. (aa + fi)“) = (W,+;j X. o”) = -1. Such a function could have residue zero at 
-((I. + a), but e ven then it might be undefinable there. However iterated limits along 
two different hyperplanes could exist. It turns out (see the calculation below) that in the 
Laurent expansion of the operator N(U) ,3c,+,3. X) at X = -(a + (3) there is no terms with 
negative sum of exponents, but it is neither holomorphic nor continuous there as well. The 
order of taking limits is, of course, that one of taking residues. 
Before the calculation of E,, we need some information on the representation ln(l@?lP1). I 
Let St,, denotes the unique irreducible subrepresentation of the representation V$ x v -7 of 
G&(k,:). It is well known that it is always tempered. Let 1,. be the trivial representation 
of G&(k:,;). Clearly, I,,(-;. St,.) IS a subrepresentation and ITcy(- f , l?,) is a quotient of 
the representation 1~ (1 @ P’). Note that 
(20) IB(I/ $c 1) ” 1,3(1: 1 x 1). 
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Let 
Tl,o = .I(IB(l, 1 x 1)); 7r2,?> = .J(J,,(;.Si,;)). 
then 7r1,V is a class one representation and occurs with multiplicity one in (20) (Langlands’ 
quotient). It is easy to check that both, 7rl,+, and 7r2,V, are selfcontragredient. Furthermore, 
7rl,z, is the unique irreducible subrepresentation of ky( - i, I,,) E? ID( $: lU)” (since 
I,,(+, 1,:) is a quotient of (20)) and 7r2,,. is the unique irreducible subrepresentation 
of I,(-& St,.) E I,($, St,.)“. 
LEMMA 3.1. - For each II, 
(21) 
and 
Er.II<~(-~,as*r) = --2IfL J41<“(-$,) = Id. 
Proof. - In order to get the decomposition (21), we calculate the action of the 
selfintertwining operator E,,. We use a factorization 
(‘2) N(711&,+;j. X) = N(w,,: Ifl:j’U,, A)N( 711/j. 711,, X)N( 711,, , A) 
and suitable Laurent expansions of the operators on the right hand side. Since the operator 
N( w,, . A) as a meromorphic function depends only on (X, ok”), we have the following 
expansion in the neighbourhood of -((Y + /j) = (0. -1) (((.c. !/ - 1). CY”) = .I’ - !/ + 1): 
(23) N(w,: (:I:. Y - 1)) = AC, + (:I: - :y)Al + c(.,, - !/)‘A,. 
122 
where ImA = ra(-$. 1,:). Since ,u~,,(:I:. y - 1) = (y - 1. .I.), we have the following 
expansion of N( ru;j, TU, X) : 
N(wa. (y - 1, x)) = Id + (x - ypl,” + (2X + ypa.1 + (:c - y)(2n: + y)I?1,1 
the free term, N(wp, (-1,O)) ( a selfintertwining isomorphism), being the identity by 
its action on the K,,-fixed vector, that is on 7rr,(, which is the unique irreducible 
subrepresentation of the domain. Finally, for N(w,! ~uoIu,X), w~u~,(x, y - 1) = 
(.I; + y - 1, -CC), and the hyperplane ((x + y - 1. -:r), o”) + 1 = 22 + y = 0 is singular. 
Thus we have an expansion: 
(24) N(W,> (x + y - 1, -.X)) = & c-1 + C” + (2X + y)C1 + C(2:L. + yyc,. 
i22 
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By (22), we have 
Now we need an expansion of N(,M,, . ‘u:,, (:r + :I/ - I. -:r)) = N(v,,, . (-.c. x + lrj - I)). It 
is given by (23) after substitution 
(.I:, y) H (--:I:: .I’ + y). 
that is 
N(s~u,,, (-x,x + y - 1)) = A. - (23: + ?/)ilr + (23; + !/)‘)A, + c(-lj’(21: + !/)‘A,. 
i>:3 
From the identity 
(26) Iv (w,, , X)N ( f/I,, . w,, A) = Id. 
we get 
and hence 
The first of the identities above shows that the singular term corresponding to 
(i.,j) = (O.-l) in (25) vanishes. We replace in (25) the term which contains A1 due 
to (27), 
The restriction of the operator above to the line 111 <\+,?SG (given by equation :v + :I: = 0) is 
(29) *~(,%x+,,,(:~-. !/- l))l.r+!p=o = 
=2(C~1Bl,oAo+C,,AI,-Id)+CoAo+C~1B,,,lA”+ C 2i:c’+“N,,,j. 
<‘“.J>-i , + j ~Z I 
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and its value at :c = 0 is 
E,, = -2Id + 3CoAo + C-lBo.lAo + 2C-1131,oAo. 
Now. since 
AOIL-&St,,) = “: 
we have 
On the other hand, we know that for a K,-fixed function fi, in IB(l @ v-l), 
(U) ~3, fi, = .fv . 
We look at the operator 
I’,) = -;(Ev - Id). 
Just like above, for the formulas (27), we use the identity N(U), , T~,X)N(~,, A) = Id to get 
AoC1 = 0, A&, - AIC1 = Id. 
These identities together with (27) give 
i.e., P,, is a projection and hence 
(32) lB(l@~-l) =KerP,/ImP,. 
From (30) Ie(-i, St,) is a subrepresentation of Im P,), and (3 1) implies Ker P, # {O}. 
Suppose Im P,, # I, (- $ j St,,). Then the canonical map of (32) on its quotient 1, (- i, l,.) 
is a direct sum of two nonzero operators (its restrictions to Ker P,, and Im P,,,). Its image 
has clearly at least two irreducible subrepresentations and rO( - i, 11,) has only one. The 
contradiction shows 
Im P,, = I,, (- $S&,) and KerP,, =IC1( - i,l?>). 
and all assertions of the lemma are proved. 0 
Note that the Lemma 3.1 implies that 1~ (1 @v-‘) has two irreducible subrepresentations, 
it,,, and ~2.,,. 
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LEMMA 3.2: 
Pro@ - From (21), by passing to contragredient, we have 
Let 
N = N(lli,,+:j: (k! + r”l), 
iv1 = %($,I,,) and N2 = w<>($st,,& 
Clearly, Im N = Im N1 + Im Nz. Since 
Im N contains Im N(?u~~,+:,: 2o + ij) = 7rl,,. (Langlands’ operator for 1[9(1,1 x 1)) as 
a subquotient. Thus Im N1 # {O}. On the other hand, Im Ni, being a quotient of 
I,( i; l,), has 7r1,?, as its unique irreducible quotient. Since ri,,, is a subrepresentation of 
IB(l@ v-l) contained with multiplicity one, we have Im Ni = ri,,,. Now, it is obvious 
that Im N2 is a subrepresentation of I(,( -$, St,;) in 1~( 1 @ v-‘) (otherwise rr.,, would 
be a subrepresentation of Im N2 and consequently contained with multiplicity two in Im N 
and IB( 1 @ u-l)). Just like for N1, by using the multiplicity one of 7r2,,, in m( -$, S-t,.) 
(its Langlands’ subrepresentation), we conclude ImN2 = 7r2,,, or Im N2 = (0). To finish 
the proof it suffices to see that N2 # 0. In fact, we will prove that E/T~,,, is not a subquotient 
of Ker N. From the factorisation 
and kernels (1~(1 @ U) = Jg(l/ @ 1)) 
Ker N(u,~: Q + p) = 1~ 
( > 
;.st,% ; 
KerN(w,,tr) = {O}. 
we see that it is enough to prove that 7r2,L, is not a subquotient of I@($, St,.), and this 
follows from [BW], IV Prop. 4.13 and XI Lemma 2.13 (Langlands’ parameters and the 
partial order on them). 0 
Let P be a finite set of places. We form a representation xr = E&r,. such that K, = ~2.~. 
for ‘II E P, and r,: = 7rl,,, for 71 $! P. From the Lemma 3.1, we have: 
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where IPI denotes the cardinal number of P. For 1 PI = 1, 
and 7rp doesn’t occur in the residual spectrum. Two preceding lemmas imply 
Im N(wn+p. Q + /3) = /~P~+TT~, 
and we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. - With the notation as above, the representation 
%Y#l~ p $ J(IB(V2 ci3 u)) 
is a subrepresentation of L;(B). Cl 
3.3. Cases b), c) and d) 
(x = X(I-4 P), x = xh 1) and x = x(l,p), p2 = 1, p # 1) 
For a fixed grossencharacter IL, p2 = 1, b # 1, let 
x = x(,u, 1): x’ = ~‘(1, P) and x” = x”h II). 
As we can see in the diagram, residues we should calculate are: 
(33) Res a+,&ess,E(g, fl 4, f 6 J(xh 
(:34) Res 2rY+&=a2E(g, f’, A), f’ E 1(x’) 
(S5) Res 2a+d+m1 E(g, f”, A), f” E I 
We shall calculate first the contribution of (33) and then show that two other residues 
bring nothing new. 
Calculation of residue (33) 
Clearly, we calculate the residue of the constant term: 
(36) Res,+&ss,Eo(g, f, A) = c (Resa+gRess,~(w kx)f(x))(.9). 
WEW 
The order of taking residues should be respected because the point Q! + /3, being an 
intersection of the singular hyperplanes S’s and SG, lies also in the hyperplane (X, o”) = - 1, 
that is singularities are involved also in the local normalized intertwining operators for 
those places v where pV = 1 and those w E W such that U,(Q) < 0. Clearly, only the 
elements w E W such that w(p) < 0 will contribute to the residue along the hyperplane 
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So, and since only one of them, a(r), carries Q to a negative root, we see that in (36) the 
sum on the right hand side could be replaced with one over the set: 
The residues of the operators corresponding to CT( %) and wsa+2/3 are easy to calculate 
since singularities arise from the normalizing factors. However, we keep the notation for 
iterated residues. Let 
C = Res 
then 
Res u+&esS6M(w3u+2~~: A, x) = CN(w,j, -(aa + P) 
(~(w~, -(2o + p)> cr (F) x) = 1 by the functional equation (.5).) First we note that 
the operator N(wa,--(201 + ,@,a(?)~) is an isomorphism, and hence the images of 
two operators above are the same. In order to determine the image of the operator 
N(a(!f)> 0 + p,x?,), we look at the space 
and the Langlands’ operator 
whose image is 
(38) ImN(w2,+0.2n + P, w,x,) = .J(li;r(l, pL,, x 1)). 
Since N(w,; 20 + p5 wax,.) is either an isomorphism (for 11, # 1) or its image is 
isomorphic to 1, (i. lu) (for or,, = l), we see from (37) that: 
The remaining term in the sum (36) 
Res a+pRess,M(4r), A xl. 
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has much bigger image. Recall that the normalized intertwining operator N(~(z-), A, xu) 
has a pole for X = a+,D and bV = 1. However, the proof of the Lemma 3.1 (expansion (29)) 
shows that N(rr(r),X)ls, is h o omorphic 1 at X = CL + /?. Thus clearly: 
where 
Cl = Res,+o Ress,r(dr), Ax). 
Now, if CL, # 1, from the factorisation 
N@(T), O! + p, XT,) = N(wa, -(2a + p), w3a+2~9&~)N(w3cr+28r Q! + P, xv) 
and since N(w,, -(aa + p), ~3~+20~~) is an isomorphism, we have, by (39), 
(dll) ImN(a(n), a + P, xv) = .J(Ifl(L pL,, x 1)). 
For pL,, = 1, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 give 
Finally, we can formulate a result: let 
%L) = iv - Pl ace of k : b, = 1). 
For a finite subset of T(p), say Q, we form a representation 
Then r(p)& is in the image of the operator (40). 
Three operators considered above take values in different spaces, so there is no 
cancellation. Since we have a(y) (a + 8) = w~~+~o(cI + p) = -(2o + 0) and 
+)(a + P) = -(a + PI? 9 s uare integrability condition is verified. So we have proved 
PROPOSITION 3.3. - Let p be a griissencharacter such that p2 = 1, and p # 1. With the 
notation as above, the representation 
occurs in the residual spectrum. 0 
Note that $Q*(,u)& exhausts all irreducible quotients of 1~ (p @ v). 
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Calculation of residues (34) and (35) 
Since the singularities arise from the normalizing factors, we calculate the residues of 
the constant terms just as in the section 3.1. Let 
Note that 
For f’ E 1(x’) we have 
(42) Res~,+~Ress,&(~. .f’: A) 
= C( Res2n+,,~Ress2M(711: A x’)f’(x))(.9) 
WEI’I;,, 
= [(CJv(w2,,+~,. 2n + p. x’) + C2N(wk,+2I~: 20 + 0. x’) 
+ CJv(a(7r). 20 + p. X’))f’@ + D)1(.9). 
where 
(T-(uI,. -(2o + ,L?).x::) = 1 by (3811, and for f” E x(x”) 
Res . 2cr+L&ss1 Gd.cl, f”. A) = c (R esZN+ARes.s, M(U), A x”)f”(x))(.9) = 
IllEn-, , 
c [( Resz,+,qRess2M(711. A. x’))M( 70/j, 20 + /~.x").f"(2n + P)](!]). 
WEW~., 
Since 
M(‘U’/T: 2cu + p, x”) : Ig(2N + p, x”) + r,(ao + p, x’) 
is an isomorphism, the residues we consider will span equivalent parts of C:(B). So it 
suffices to find the images of the operators in (42). Image of the operator corresponding to 
71&+$ is given by (38) (w,x,. = x:,). For the operator attached to CT(T) we have 
and N(7ngT -(2tr + ,!?), xi:) is an isomorphism, hence 
ImN(a(7r). 20 + /j7 ~1.) = J(II,(l, jr,, x 1)). 
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To calculate the image of N(r0s~+2~j, 20 + B. x’), we consider two cases, /rlj # 1 and 
II,,. = 1, separately. For I”,, # 1, 
NC Illj,,+2$, 2N + p. x:.) = N(rr(7r). (2 + B. X7.)~(%. 20 + P: x:,1 
and N(U),, i 2ru + [-l, x{;) is an isomorphism. By (41) we have 
For /I,,. = 1, we use the factorisation 
N(r~~~,2o + [j) is an isomorphism and ImN(w,, 20 + ii-l) = I,,($. l,,). By Lemma 3.2, 
we see that (43) holds also for ,!I,,, = 1. 
So we have proved that each of (34) and (35) span a space isomorphic to .I(1~j(l: ~1, x 1)). 
We use the inner product formula (9) to show that their contribution is contained in the 
residual spectrum obtained in Prop. 3.3. First we have: 
For f E I(x), f’ E X(x’), f” E 1(x”), we calculate the discrete part in the decomposition 
of (H,~J, 0,) and (Q~JJ) Of); obviously only the elements 1us,+~j (resp. CT(~)) contribute 
to iterated residues. Thus 
(-15) Res2n+LjResS1 (BfJf, 0,) = Ca(N(a F ,2n + B; x”)f”(20 + @), ,f(o + [j)). 
( > 
Now suppose that (44) or (45) gives a part of L:(B) which is not contained in that one 
obtained by (33). Then there is f’ E 1(x’) or f” E 1(x”) such that 
N(~i:j,,+2~j, 20 + [j. x’).f’(2a + 0) # 0 ( resp. N(fl ; 
( ) 
,2fl+ P: x”)f”(2o +/j) # 0). 
(calculation above shows that only such f’ E 1(x’) (resp. f” E X(x”)) contribute to the 
residual spectrum), and such that the corresponding inner product (44) (resp. 45) is 0 for 
all f E J(x), what is obviously not true. So the common contribution of three residues 
attached to a character of order 2 is given by Prop. 3.3. 
* * 
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Propositions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 together with considerations at the beginning of the section 
and after Prop. 3.1 and Prop. 3.3 give: 
THEOREM 3.1. - Let S3 and S2 he the sets of griissenchuracters of’ order 3 and fL 
respectively. We introduce an equivalence relation ‘-I in Sis so that 1~~ - 11~2 if and only 
$ /LI~z = 1. Let [SJ] he a set of representatives oj the classes of equivulence. Finally, 
let P, Q, 7ip and x(p)” he us in the sections 3.2 and 3.3. Then we have an orthogonal 
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